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Rmax ECOMAXci Wall Solution:
Superior Facers for a Superior Solution

Facers are critical in the performance of continuous insulation and the building envelope. The robust, durable facers used in Rmax ECOMAXci provide both short-term and long-term protection leading to a sustainable, high performing building.

The heavy-duty facers (12mil exterior and 10mil interior) are reinforced by a glass fiber mat that helps protect against rips, tears and punctures – all of which are common place during the construction phase of any building.

The aluminum foil surface protects against water, air, vapor and UV ensuring the envelope is protected throughout life of the building.

ECOMAXci Wall Solution comes with a 6 month exposure warranty - proving it can provide superior protection.

Protect your investment, protect your building, with the Rmax ECOMAXci Solution.

Designed with aluminum foil for gas tight performance and glass mat reinforcement for exceptional puncture resistance and durability.

12mil Facer - Thickest and Toughest in the Industry